
Bartletts’ F5J League 2021 review and results 

Not being able to use the Bartletts field we only managed to get 3 rounds in. 

The first two rounds were held in Kent at Gravesend and Sutton Valence, both combined with Kent 

Interclub events as has been the custom for several years, with the third and final round in Essex at Little 

Bentley. 

Note - As events were held simultaneously with others all data is extracted from the overall competition 

results and some of the text and photos (thanks to Mike Connell) have been published elsewhere. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Bartletts’ 1 held at Gravesend on April 18, 2021 
It’s a long time since I arrived at the flying field at 0830 for a competition starting at 10:00 and be behind 
10 others. 
The sun was shining bright with little wind bettering the already fine forecast. 9 entrants (17 overall17 KI 
and Bartletts) flew 5 rounds with one dropped having a lunch break rather than the 6th round and allowing 
those who travelled long distances to get away. 
Test flying started at 10am and many new models were seen further details below. 
Derek Price of the Medway Model Flying Club was CD and the field kindly provided by Gravesend 
Aeromodelling Club, with me as the GliderScore man and eScoring by telephone upload of scores was used 
throughout. 
Congratulations to the Bartletts 1 winner Garry Matthews flying his Prestige 2PK, 2nd Alan Twine flying his 
Osprey and 3rd Ian Nicholls flying his Shadow 2. 
Conditions were not that varied, initially with only small weak thermals to be found in a low wind of 0-
4mph. Buoyant air was also used to fly out the round without going much higher than launch height and 
several saves from low altitude were seen and not all rounds were flown out.  
Alan Twine and Derek Collings flew their brand new Ospreys to good effect. 
Peter Mitchell flew a colourful Plus X (windy wing but around 1340g for its 3.9m span) instead of his usual 
Prestige 2PK. 
Eddy brought his Explorer and his later Explorer Big Flap in his preferred identical white with blue trim 
colour schemes. 
Nick flew his pink Infinity whilst doing his usual walking around all over the place! 
Landings on the close cut runway proved difficult for many with some skidding 3-8 metres after touchdown 
Steve Knowles experiencing this with his Shadow 2. 
Mike Connell brought his Erwin which unfortunately hit a tree but was retrieved in reparable condition but 
only after circumventing some electric fences to do so. He then flew his Olly until that had the balsawood 
elevator control break away. We can all benefit from the excellent photos he took during the day for which 
we thank him. 
Only two model types were duplicated the Shadow and Osprey. 
 
A most enjoyable first competition of the year and we now look forward to the next. 
Ian Nicholls 



 

Garry winner of Bartletts Round 1 

  

Alan Twine launches his Osprey                    Ian Nicholls Shadow after clipping the trees without damage

 
Derek Collings’ Osprey hits the spot                                      Steve Knowles’ Shadow ~1600g 



 Pete Mitchells’ colourful Plus X

 Eddy’s Explorer Big Flap 

 

Nick Jackson’s pink Infinity 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 



Bartletts’ 2 held at Invicta Club’s Sutton Valence 
field September 5th. 
Great weather for a change and some good flying. Congratulations to Eddy on his win flying his Explorer Q  

  

Eddy with Explorer and Ian with his Explorer Q 

  

Eddy’s Explorer Q 



Eddy’s Explorer

                  
Pete Mitchell’s Plus X  

 A 

Alan’s Twine’s Osprey 



 

Nick’s Stork gets away 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 



 

Bartletts 3 held at little Bentley on September 6th 
2021 
Another 'interesting' day at Little Bentley. Variable weather - low cloud, some light rain, ending with 

some sun but it had the biggest turnout of the year. 

Congratulations to Paul Wainwright on his win and many thanks to Tony Merritt and his helpers for 

organising the field. 

 



 

 

 

 



__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Bartletts League Results 2021 
Many congratulations to the winner Garry Matthews who clearly enjoys flying his Prestige, a very very 

close second Ian Nicholls and a very close third Alan Twine. 

Thank you to everyone covering so many miles to support the league. 

 

 

Since 2014 I’ve thoroughly enjoyed taking part in the Bartletts League, organising a few,  and for the last year being 

responsible for the league, however, I have now decided to limit the distance travelled to competitions and both the 

amount and level of involvement in organising them.  

I have asked Brian if he would be good enough to set up the Presentation Lunch at the Royal Tiger where I can 

present the Silver Salver to Garry a few other prizes.  

I am therefore relinquishing the responsibility of running the Bartletts League and hoping someone else can take this 

on. 

Ian Nicholls 


